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Mutations affecting neural survival in the zebrafish Danio rerio
Abstract
Programmed cell death is a prominent feature of normal animal development. During neurogenesis,
naturally occurring cell death is a mechanism to eliminate neurons that fail to make appropriate
connections. To prevent accidental cell death, mechanisms that trigger programmed cell death, as well
as the genetic components of the cell death program, are tightly controlled. In a large-scale mutagenesis
screen for embryonic lethal mutations in zebrafish Danio rerio we have found 481 mutations with a
neural degeneration phenotype. Here, we present 50 mutations that fall into two classes (termed
spacehead and fala-like) that are characterized by two main features: first, they appear to affect cell
survival primarily within the neuroectodermal lineages during somitogenesis, and second, they show an
altered brain morphology at or before 28 hours of development. Evidence for the specificity of cell
death within the central nervous system comes from visual inspection of dying cells and analysis of
DNA fragmentation, a process associated with apoptotic cell death. In mutants, the level of dying cells
is significantly increased in brain and spinal cord. Furthermore, at the end of somitogenesis, the cell
count of radial glia and trigeminal neurons is reduced in some mutants of the spacehead class. A variety
of neurodegenerative disorders in mouse and humans have been associated with abnormal levels of
programmed cell death within the central nervous system. The mutations presented here might provide a
genetic framework to aid in the understanding of the etiology of degenerative and physiological
disorders within the CNS and the activation of inappropriate programmed cell death.
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animal development. During neurogenesis, naturally
occurring cell death is a mechanism to eliminate neurons
that fail to make appropriate connections. To prevent acci-
dental cell death, mechanisms that trigger programmed
cell death, as well as the genetic components of the cell
death program, are tightly controlled.
In a large-scale mutagenesis screen for embryonic lethal
mutations in zebrafish Danio rerio we have found 481
mutations with a neural degeneration phenotype. Here, we
present 50 mutations that fall into two classes (termed
spacehead and fala-like) that are characterized by two
main features: first, they appear to affect cell survival
primarily within the neuroectodermal lineages during
somitogenesis, and second, they show an altered brain mor-
phology at or before 28 hours of development. Evidence for
the specificity of cell death within the central nervous
SUMMARYsystem comes from visual inspection of dying cells and
analysis of DNA fragmentation, a process associated with
apoptotic cell death. In mutants, the level of dying cells is
significantly increased in brain and spinal cord. Further-
more, at the end of somitogenesis, the cell count of radial
glia and trigeminal neurons is reduced in some mutants of
the spacehead class.
A variety of neurodegenerative disorders in mouse and
humans have been associated with abnormal levels of pro-
grammed cell death within the central nervous system. The
mutations presented here might provide a genetic
framework to aid in the understanding of the etiology of
degenerative and physiological disorders within the CNS
and the activation of inappropriate programmed cell death. 
Key words: zebrafish, development, CNS, programmed cell death,
degenerationINTRODUCTION
In the vertebrate nervous system, an excess number of neurons
arises during neurogenesis. Only about half of these neurons
will survive past early development (Hamburger and Levi-
Montalcini, 1949). This surplus of neurons is thought in part
to ensure the formation of correct synaptic connections
between neurons and their targets. The survival of neurons
appears to depend on the availability of specific neurotrophic
factors provided by their target cells (Cohen et al., 1954; Levi-
Montalcini, 1987; Barde, 1989; Oppenheim, 1991; Thoenen,
1991; Hamburger, 1992; Raff et al., 1993). The hypothesis of
a neurotrophic strategy of neuronal survival has been tested
by the analysis of mouse strains with targeted deletions of
genes for a variety of neurotrophic factors and their receptors,
such as NGF, BDNF, trkA, trkB, trkC, and p75 (Lee et al.,
1992; Klein et al., 1993; Crowley et al., 1994; Ernfors et al.,
1994; Jones et al., 1994; Klein et al., 1994; Smeyne et al.,
1994; for review see Klein, 1994). These targeted mutations
have demonstrated that the survival of specific neuronal cell
types, predominantly within the peripheral nervous system,depends on the presence of the neurotrophin family signaling
pathways.
Neuronal loss during development has been referred to as
naturally occurring neuronal death (for review see Jessell,
1991). Moreover, it has been found that this form of cell
death is executed by an active developmental program
(Saunders, 1966; Truman, 1984; Raff, 1992; Raff et al.,
1993). In particular, apoptosis, a morphologically distinct
form of programmed cell death, has been proposed as an
essential mechanism of cellular suicide during development
(Kerr et al., 1972; Wyllie et al., 1980; Ellis et al., 1991; Raff,
1992; Schwartz and Osborne, 1994). Cells dying by an
apoptotic mechanism are characterized by a condensation of
both nucleus and cytoplasm, often followed by fragmenta-
tion of the entire cell (Robertson and Thomson, 1982). An
additional feature of apoptosis is the activation of nucleases
which results in the degradation of chromosomal DNA into
smaller fragments (Wyllie et al., 1980). Genetic analysis of
cell death in C. elegans has identified a number of genes,
such as ced-3, ced-4, and ced-9, involved in the control and
execution of apoptosis (Ellis and Horvitz, 1986). The iden-
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Fig. 1. Head phenotypes of mutants of the
spacehead and fala-like classes at 30 hpf.
(A) Wild-type. (B) gumowym585. (C) falam249
Lateral view of live embryos. Transmitted
light, anterior to the left. Scale bar, 100 m m. 
Fig. 2. Mutants of the spacehead and miscellaneous early
degeneration classes at 28 hpf. (A) Wild-type. (B) hörnlem274.
(C) gumowym585. (D) uchu hikoushim172. (E) sideswipem762. (F) stop
and dropm367. (G) anhalterm767. (H) bubblesm450. Lateral view of live
embryos. Transmitted light, anterior to the left. Scale bar, 250 m m.tification of vertebrate homologues of ced-3 and ced-9
indicates that the genetic pathway of apoptotic cell death is
conserved among metazoans (Yuan et al., 1993; Hengartner
and Horvitz, 1994; for review see Vaux et al., 1994; Steller,
1995; Wyllie, 1995). 
Recently, attention has been focused on the mechanisms that
activate apoptotic cell death. In mice, a number of mutations
affecting neural survival have been identified, some of which
are clearly linked to increased apoptotic levels (Chang et al.,
1993; Norman et al., 1995). Since there is no evidence for
defective neurotrophic signaling in these mutations, a number
of possibly different genetic defects appear to cause the
abnormal activation of apoptotic cell death within the neural
lineages. Furthermore, abnormal levels of apoptotic cell death
have been implicated in human neurodegenerative disorders
such as Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS), spinal muscular atrophy, and cerebel-
lar degeneration (for review see Thompson, 1995). A variety
of cell-autonomous and cell-nonautonomous factors might be
involved in the etiology of these diseases (Choi, 1992). The
analysis of a range of different genetic defects which can result
in apoptotic cell death within the central nervous system (CNS)
might further our understanding of the development of neu-
rodegenerative diseases.
The zebrafish Danio rerio is exceptionally well suited for
developmental neurobiological studies as well as genetic
analysis (Streisinger et al., 1981; Kimmel and Westerfield,
1990; Mullins et al., 1994; Solnica-Krezel et al., 1994; Kimmel
et al., 1995). To date, only one mutation affecting the survival
within the neuroectodermal lineages has been described
(Grunwald et al., 1988). It has been suggested that the ned1b39
mutation predominantly affects neurons arising after the first
wave of primary neurons. 
We have performed a large-scale mutagenesis screen for
embryonic and early larval lethal mutations in zebrafish Danio
rerio (Driever et al., 1996). Among the 2383 mutations isolated,
we have identified 481 zygotic recessive mutations that lead to
increased levels of cell death within the CNS at various stages
of early development. All of these mutations were character-
ized as belonging to one of three categories, the largest of
which, with 398 mutations, results in widespread cell death
within the CNS, and is detectable by visual inspection only after
the end of somitogenesis, without expressing early morpholog-
ical abnormalities. A second category comprises 33 mutations
that result in locally restricted or transiently occurring cell death
within the CNS and do not lead to early morphological abnor-
malities either. In this paper we present 50 mutations of a third
category, which are defined by the early onset, during somito-
genesis, of significantly increased cell death, and by distinct sets
of morphological abnormalities. Analysis of DNA fragmenta-
tion (Gavrieli et al., 1992; Zakeri et al., 1993), indicates simi-
larities among two classes of mutations with increased region-
specific cell death in the brain and spinal cord. In order toillustrate that CNS-restricted increased cell death is only one of
several different patterns of cell death possible in zebrafish, we
describe a third class of miscellaneous early degenerative
mutations that lead to a variety of different patterns of cell death
and developmental retardations.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Fish strains
Mutations were induced and isolated as described by Solnica-Krezel
et al. (1994); Driever et al. (1996). For outcrosses of mutations, either
AB strains that were obtained from the University of Oregon in
Eugene, and bred in our facility for several generations, or TüAB
hybrid strains that were obtained from the Max-Planck Institute for
Developmental Biology in Tübingen/Germany, were used.
Identification of mutations and complementation analysis
Mutations were identified at the end of somitogenesis at 24-28 hours
postfertilization (hpf) at 28°C by visual inspection under a dissecting
microscope. Complementation analysis was performed by screening
a minimal number of 30 embryos per complementation cross at 28
hpf. Within the spacehead class, out of a total of 903 necessary com-
plementation crosses, 78 were not completed. On average, one non-
complementing cross was found every 46 crosses. Therefore, only one
or two additional non-complementing crosses would be expected
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Fig. 3. Early development of spacehead mutant
saturnm465. (A-D) Wild-type. (E-H) saturnm465.
(A,B,E,F) 12-somite stage. (C,D,G,H) 23/24-
somite stage. (A,C,D,E,G,H) Lateral view of
live embryo. (B,F) Dorsal view onto brain.
(E,F,G) Arrows indicate regions of visible
degeneration. Transmitted light, anterior to the
left. no, notochord; ye, yolk extension. Scale
bars, 100 m m.
Fig. 4. Neuroepithelial tissues at 24 hpf. (A) Wild-type.
(B) Morphology of dying cells in space cowboym332. Arrows indicate
dying cells. Cells viewed with DIC optics. Scale bar, 25 m m. among the following crosses that have not been performed (crosses
are listed in numerical order with the smallest mutation number first):
m172 · 488; m172· 613; m250 · 488; m250· 513; m250 · 613;
m331 · 488; m331· 513; m331 · 613; m332· 488; m332 · 613;
m383 · 488; m383· 513; m383 · 514; m383· 613; m404 · 488;
m404 · 513; m404· 613; m409 · 488; m409· 613; m461 · 513;
m461 · 613; m481· 488; m481 · 513; m481· 613; m488· 492
m488 · 506; m488· 513; m488 · 514; m488· 584; m488 · 613;
m488 · 728; m488· 766; m492 · 513; m492· 613; m506 · 513;
m506 · 613; m513· 514; m513 · 613; m513· 766; m514 · 613;
m584 · 613; m613· 728; m613· 766.
Mutations m590 and m685 were only tested for complementation
in the following crosses: m332· 590; m445· 590, m465 · 590;
m479 · 590; m481· 590; m584 · 590; m590· 691; m590 · 727;
m590 · 728; m590· 733; m97· 685; m221· 685; m332 · 685;
m333 · 685; m445· 685; m465 · 685; m479· 685; m492 · 685;
m591 · 685; m685· 691; m685· 727; m685· 728.
In the fala-like class, mutation m569 was only tested for comple-
mentation in the following crosses: m83 · 569; m175 · 569.
Immunohistochemistry and whole-mount in situ
hybridization
Embryos were staged according to Kimmel et al. (1995). After fixation
overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS, embryos were transferred
and stored in methanol at - 20°C. Whole-mount in situ hybridizations
were performed as previously described (Oxtoby and Jowett, 1993).
Dioxigenin-labelled RNA was transcribed according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions (Dig RNA Labeling Kit (SP6/T7), Boehringer-
Mannheim). After detection in alkaline phosphatase reaction buffer
(Dig Nucleic Acid Detection Kit, Boehringer-Mannheim), the reaction
was stopped by washing in 1· PBS. Antibody reactions were
performed as recently described (Westerfield, 1994). 
Detection of apoptotic cell death
Apoptotic cell death in zebrafish whole-mounts was detected
according to a modification of the protocol suggested by the manu-
facturer (ApopTag In situ Apoptosis Detection Kit-Peroxidase; Oncor
Inc.). Embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS, and stored
in methanol at - 20˚C. After rehydration in PBT (1· PBS, 0.1% Tween
20), embryos were permeabilized by a 15 minute digestion with pro-
teinase K (10 m g/ml) in PBS and postfixed for 20 minutes in 4%
paraformaldehyde in PBS. Subsequently, embryos were postfixed
with prechilled (- 20˚C) ethanol:acetic acid 2:1 and incubated for 1 hour
at room temperature in equilibration buffer (provided in the ApopTag
In situ Apoptosis Detection Kit-Peroxidase). After incubation over
night at 37°C in working strength terminal deoxynucleotidyl trans-
ferase (TdT) enzyme, the DNA endlabelling reaction using digoxi-
genin-labelled dUTP was stopped by washing in stop/wash buffer.
Digoxigenin-tagged DNA was detected using sheep anti-dioxigenin-
alkaline phosphatase conjugated Fab fragments (Dig Nucleic Acid
Detection Kit, Boehringer-Mannheim).Photography and microscopy
For photographic documentation, live embryos were manually
dechorionated with Dumont’s no. 5 forceps and embedded in 1.5%
methylcellulose in embryo medium (Westerfield, 1994). 
Embryos stained after antibody reactions, whole-mount in situ
hybridizations, or terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase reactions
were dehydrated in methanol, cleared for 30 minutes in benzylben-
zoate: benzylalcohol (2:1) and mounted in Permount. 
Specimens were examined using a Zeiss Axiophot microscope with
Nomarski optics and Kodak Ektachrome 160T films. Individual
pictures were assembled into composites using a scanner and Adobe
Photoshop software.
JB-4 plastic metacrylate sections
Zebrafish whole-mounts stained by TdT reaction were dehydrated in
ethanol and infiltrated over night at 4˚C in JB-4 infiltration resin (JB-
4 embedding solution A containing 1g/100ml JB-4 catalyst; Poly-
sciences Inc.). After embedding of specimen in JB-4 Infiltration
Solution:JB-4 Hardener (25:1) and hardening of blocks over night at
room temperature, specimens were sectioned transversally.
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A total of 481 mutations, almost one fifth of all mutations
found during the screen, were identified by the presence of
CNS-specific degeneration. Phenotypical analysis enables us
to distinguish among three prominent categories. The first and
largest category comprises 398 mutations that lead to massive
and widespread CNS-specific cell death which becomes
apparent only after somitogenesis and does not result in an
abnormal brain morphology. Due to the abundance of these
mutations, only a small subset of 16 mutations was maintained
and will be presented together with 33 mutations of the second
category at a later time. Mutations of the second category cause
region-specific or transient CNS degeneration only after somi-
togenesis without displaying morphological abnormalities.
Finally, a third category of 50 mutations that fall into the
spacehead and fala-like classes cause early onset CNS degen-
eration during somitogenesis. Furthermore, mutant embryos of
both classes have an abnormal brain morphology.
The spacehead class mutations result in early onset
region-specific degeneration
Within the spacehead class of mutations, there are 43 inde-
pendent isolates that define, at most, 30 complementation
groups (Table 1). All of them are zygotic recessive mutations
that lead to a characteristically altered brain morphology (Fig.
1B). At 28 hpf, most of the mutations lead to degeneration
within the entire central nervous system (CNS), visible as
regions of higher opacity.
The spacehead mutations are further divided into three phe-
notypic groups (Table 1). Group I comprises the most severely
degenerating mutants, which are clearly smaller than wild-type
embryos, have a slightly wavy posterior notochord, and have
somites with slightly irregular borders at 28 hpf (Fig. 2D). At
around the same time, mutant embryos show regions of degen-
eration outside of the neuroectoderm and usually degenerate
completely within a few days. Group II and III mutations are
characterized by degenerations of moderate and mild severity,
respectively. While degenerations are very pronounced in neu-
roectodermal tissues, non-neural derivatives such as the
notochord and somites appear not to be significantly affected
as assessed by visual inspection of their morphology and the
absence of opacity in these tissues (Figs 2C, 3E-H). Strikingly,
several mutations of all three groups have a thinner yolk
extension as an additional morphological feature (Fig. 3G).
Although we have no explanation for this feature, we have
noted that the time point at which the yolk extension begins to
form (16 hpf) coincides with the spreading of cell death
throughout the anteroposterior extent of the neuroectoderm. At
28 hpf, all of the mutants are touch responsive, indicating a
functional circuitry of sensory neurons, interneurons, motoneu-
rons and muscle cells. However, motor control appears to be
affected, as less coordinated muscle contractions replace
normal escape response movements.
Most of the mutations cause an enlargement of tectal and
hindbrain ventricles by 28 hpf. Additionally, the telencephalon
appears to be extended anteriorly, presumably due to an
enlargement of the forebrain ventricle (Fig. 1B). Exceptional
in this respect are group I mutations in which such an enlarge-
ment of brain ventricles is observed only at about 30-32 hpf. 
Due to the phenotypic similarities within the three groups ofspacehead mutations, five representative mutations (uchu
hikoushim172, saturnm465, gumowym585, endeavorm591 and
yuram627) were chosen for a more detailed analysis (for further
analysis of cell-type- and region-specific markers see next
sections). The earliest time point at which degeneration is
apparent in mutations uchu hikoushim172 and saturnm465 is the
6-7-somite stage (12 hpf). At the 10-somite stage (13 hpf),
gumowym585 and yuram627 display the first visible cell death.
The early pattern of degeneration is comparable, in that all four
mutations have foci of degeneration in hypothalamic and
thalamic regions of the brain and in the eye (Fig. 3E,F). Regions
of degeneration contain large numbers of rounded-up cell
bodies (Fig. 4B), a morphology that is reminiscent of apoptotic
cells in C. elegans (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977). Within the next
2 hours of development, degeneration spreads into the hindbrain
and along the entire spinal cord. It is important to note that
primarily regions within the neuroectoderm appear to be
affected during somitogenesis. At the same time, mesodermal
structures appear to develop normally as indicated by morpho-
logical differentiation markers of mesodermal structures, such
as vacuolization of the notochord and chevron-shaping of
somites (Fig. 3H). Furthermore, no increased numbers of
degenerating cells are detectable within mesodermal tissues
under the compound microscope with DIC optics. 
Our observation that several spacehead mutations result in
increased numbers of rounded-up cell bodies within degenerat-
ing regions, similar to apoptotic cells in C. elegans, led us to
inquire whether the observed cell death might be apoptosis. Since
the cellular morphology of dying cells is indicative of, but not
sufficient as the sole criterion for apoptotic cell death, a detection
assay for DNA fragmentation was employed to study a number
of mutations. By using this assay, the 20-somite stage wild-type
embryos display a dynamic pattern of cell death within the brain,
spinal cord, non-neural tissues, and the tailbud (Fig. 5A). At later
stages, around 28-30 hpf, wild-type embryos display a clearer
pattern of naturally occurring cell death. Foci of increased cell
death are present for example in the lens of the eye and the region
of the trigeminal ganglion (data not shown). A small number of
single dying cells is found in non-neural tissues.
At the 20-somite stage, all five spacehead mutations
chosen for further analysis exhibit a pattern of dramatically
increased DNA fragmentation within the brain and spinal
cord (Fig. 5B). Histological sections of the trunk region
demonstrate that dying cells are localized within the spinal
cord (Fig. 5E). No bias has been detected with respect to
localization of degenerating cells at a specific dorsoventral
level within the spinal cord. Such a pattern of apoptotic cell
death within the brain and spinal cord indicates a defect
within the entire neuroectoderm. Levels of cell death within
the non-neural tissues are comparable to wild-type embryos.
In addition, some of the mutations such as gumowym585 lead
to slightly increased levels of cell death in the proliferative
tailbud region (Fig. 5B). 
At 28 hpf, spacehead mutant embryos maintain the same
pattern of dramatically increased cell death that was present at
the 20-somite stage, 10 hours earlier (data not shown). Some of
the mutations lead to foci of increased cell death in the
hindbrain and tectum. In addition to the neuroectodermal cell
death, spacehead group I mutants have increased levels of dying
cells in more ventral regions of the embryo. Cells dying in these
regions might be neural crest, ectodermal, or mesodermal
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Table 1. Complementation groups of mutations affecting neural survival
Genetic loci Alleles Phenotype Other phenotypes
spacehead class
Group I
zezem  (zez) m97, m111, m307, m512 Severe degeneration in CNS, large brain ventricles No circulation -
uchu hikoushi (uhi) m172, m476 Same as above No circulation, tail curved -
interrail (itr) m221, m470, m680 Same as above Thin yolk extension -
apollo (apo) m404, m491 Same as above Thin yolk extension -
cudak (cud) m409, m432 Same as above Thin yolk extension -
saturn (sat) m465 Same as above Weak circulation, thin yolk extension -
neil (nel) m728 Same as above No circulation -
voyager (voy) m766 Same as above - -
Group II
spazz (spz) m250 Degeneration in CNS, large brain ventricles Weak circulation, thin yolk extension -
space cowboy (spw) m332, m541 Same as above Weak circulation -
spaceman (spm) m333 Same as above Weak circulation -
pan twardowski (ptw) m481 Same as above Thin yolk extension -
galileo (gal) m492, m510 Same as above Weak circulation -
major tom (maj) m506 Same as above - -
enterprise (ent) m584 Same as above Thin yolk extension -
gumowy (guw) m445, m585, m700 Same as above Weak circulation -
eagle (egl) m691 Same as above - -
hubble (hub) m727 Same as above - -
- m488 Same as above Thin yolk extension -
- m685 Same as above - -
Group III
viking (vik) m331 Some degeneration in CNS, slightly enlarged brain Thin yolk extension -
ventricles
solaris (sol) m461 Same as above Thin yolk extension -
endeavor (end) m591 Same as above - -
yura (yur) m479, m627 Same as above Weak circulation -
kepler (kep) m733 Same as above Weak circulation -
- m383 Same as above Thin yolk extension -
- m513 Same as above - -
- m514 Same as above Weak circulation, thin yolk extension -
- m590 Same as above - -
- m613 Same as above Thin yolk extension -
fala-like class
fala (faa) m83, m249 Degeneration in CNS, brain ventricles reduced, Body curved ventrally -
hindbrain wavy
deadhead (dhd) m175 Degeneration in CNS, brain ventricles not inflated, Weak circulation -
wavy hindbrain
flatbrain (flb) m224 Degeneration in CNS, brain ventricles not inflated No circulation -
lost and found (lot) m236 Degeneration in CNS, brain ventricles slightly reduced - -
beachboy (beb) m240 Degeneration in CNS, brain ventricles not inflated, Weak circulation -
wavy hindbrain
- m569 Severe CNS degeneration, enlarged brain ventricles - -
Miscellaneous
Group I
skidmark (skm) m88 Early degeneration of entire embryo - -
stop and drop (sad) m367, m486 Early degeneration in anterior and trunk - -
frost (fst) m718 Degeneration of entire embryo - -
goner (gon) m407 Degeneration in CNS and tail - -
degenerant (dgn) m94, m372 Degeneration in CNS and tail - -
Group II
hörnle (hör) m274, m744 Severe developmental delay between 11-15 somite No circulation -
stage
stop it (sit) m745 Same as above - -
pandora (pan) m313 Same as above Pleiotropic defects including a,b
heart, eyes, tail
Group III
sideswipe (ssw) m762 Early degeneration in the anterior No circulation, tail and somite defects -
anhalter (anh) m149, m403, m767 Severe developmental delay followed by degeneration - -
orient express (ori) m769 Degeneration in CNS and tail - -
gorp (gor) m776 Same as above - -
cheerios (che) m285 Developmental delay followed by degeneration - -
passing fancy (paf) m405 Degeneration in CNS, large brain ventricles Brain and tail defects c
stop and die (snd) m254 Anterior degeneration - -
quitter (qui) m206 Same as above - -
Group IV
pinatubo (pat) m560 Possible periderm defect - -
bubbles (bub) m450 Degeneration in anterior and tail No circulation -
Other phenotypic aspects of these mutations are described in: a, Malicki et al., 1996; b, Stainier et al., 1996; c, Stemple et al., 1996.
Mutations gumowym445, hubblem727, and beachboym240 were identified by generation of homozygous diploid embryos (Streisinger et al., 1981).
Complementation crosses were performed among all mutations within a class. Mutations of the miscellaneous class were tested only within the individual
groups. Complementation among all loci with names has been completed. In the spacehead and fala-like classes, the crosses listed in the methods section were
not tested.
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Fig. 5. DNA fragmentation in 20-somite stage
embryos. (A,D) Wild-type.
(B,C,E) gumowym585. DNA fragmentation is
localized to the spinal cord and anterior
neuroectoderm in  mutant embryos.
(F) anhalterm767. DNA fragmentation
is increased in all major embryonic tissues.
(DF) Transverse sections at trunk level. Cells
undergoing DNA fragmentation are stained
blue. no, notochord; sc, spinal cord. Scale bars,
(A,B) 100 m m, (C) 25 m m, (D-F) 25 m m. derivatives. Nevertheless, the density of cell death within the
neuroectoderm is markedly higher than in other tissues.
Phenotypic features of the fala-like class of
mutations
The fala-like class of mutations contains seven mutations in,
at most, six independent loci. Mutants in this phenotypically
diverse class are characterized by visible degeneration within
the brain and spinal cord by the late somite stages (Table 1).
At 28 hpf, the mutants show either an abnormal hindbrain mor-
phology or abnormal ventricle inflation (‘fala’ is Polish for
wave which reflects the hindbrain morphology). Mutants
falam83 and deadheadm175 display strongly reduced brain ven-
tricles (Fig. 1C). Moreover, the hindbrain region appears
granular and in some instances bears a distinct wavy mor-
phology. Mutant flatbrainm224 embryos have reduced brain
ventricles, similar to falam83. Mutant m569 embryos develop
severe degeneration with inflated brain ventricles, and com-
pletely degenerate within 3 days. Finally, mutant lost and
foundm236 embryos have slightly enlarged brain ventricles. As
seen in the spacehead class of mutations, all fala-like mutant
embryos respond to tactile stimulation. Therefore, the neural
circuitry involved in touch response appears to be present. All
mutants within the fala-like class have severely increased
levels of cell death within the neuroectoderm, similar to the
spacehead mutants at 28 hpf.Fig. 6. Head phenotypes of miscellaneous early degeneration mutants. D
(B) stop and dropm367. (C) sideswipem762. (D) hörnlem274. (E) anhalterm7
bar, 100 m m.Miscellaneous early degenerative mutations 
To compare the tissue-specificity of degeneration found in the
spacehead and fala-like classes, we analyzed a number of
mutations leading to various types of apparently non-tissue-
specific cell death. This class consists of 23 mutations in 18
independent loci (Table 1). Cell death in these mutant embryos
is frequently accompanied by developmental retardation. Out
of the more than 490 other degenerative or apparently non-
tissue-specific mutations, the mutations were selected for their
early onset of increased cell death. A common criterion of most
mutant embryos is an onset of degeneration during somitogen-
esis, resulting in the disintegration of embryos within hours to
a few days. In comparison, the differing pattern of nuclear frag-
mentation encountered in mutants of this class indicates that cell
death in the spacehead and fala-like classes is CNS specific. 
Mutants with an early degenerative phenotype (skidmarkm88,
stop and dropm367, frostm718, gonerm407, and stop and diem254)
are exemplified by mutant stop and dropm367 which has degen-
eration within the anterior and in the trunk as early as the 3-
somite stage (Figs 2F, 6B). At the 20-somite stage, dying cells
are spread throughout all major embryonic tissues (Fig. 7C,D).
Some mutants exhibit a developmental delay or degeneration
commencing around or after the 15-somite stage (side-
swipem762, degenerantm94, anhalterm767, orient expressm769,
gorpm776, quitterm206, cheeriosm285 and passing fancym405). At
the 20-somite stage, anhalterm767 has increased cell deathorsal view onto brain of 20-somite stage embryos. (A) Wild-type.
67
. Living embryos viewed with DIC optics, anterior to the left. Scale
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Fig. 7. DNA fragmentation in miscellaneous early degeneration
mutants at the 20-somite stage. (A,B) Wild-type. (C,D) stop and
dropm367. (E,F) sideswipem762. (G,H) hörnlem274. (I,J) anhalterm767.
(A,C,E,G,I) Lateral view of live embryos, viewed with DIC optics,
anterior to the left. (B,D,F,H,J) Whole-mount staining for DNA
fragmentation. Scale bars, 100 m m. 
Fig. 8. Expression patterns of region-specific markers in spacehead
mutant anterior neuroectoderm. (A-C) hlx-1 expression at 28 hpf.
(A) Wild-type. (B) endeavorm591. (C) uchu hikoushim172. (D)
Expression pattern of pax a and b and krx-20 in endeavorm591 at the
10-somite stage is normal. Lateral view. Viewed with DIC optics,
anterior to the left. Scale bar, 100 m m.along the entire anteroposterior axis of the embryo within all
major embryonic tissues (Figs 2G, 5F, 6E, 7I,J). Yet, side-
swipem762 mutant embryos display a more tissue-specific
pattern of cell death (Figs 2E, 6C). In this mutant, DNA frag-
mentation in the anterior neuroectoderm sets in at the 14-
somite stage, 2 hours prior to visible developmental delay. At
the 20-somite stage, increased cell death is still restricted to the
anterior neuroectoderm of the embryo (Fig. 7E,F). 
A group of mutations in three loci abruptly delay embryonic
development between the 11- to 15-somite stage (hörnlem274,
pandoram313, and stop itm745). hörnlem274 typifies this group, in
that cell death sets in only after the 25-somite stage (Figs 2B,
6D). At the 20-somite stage, several hours after mutant
embryos have become developmentally retarded, the assay for
DNA fragmentation reveals no significantly increased cell
death (Fig. 7G,H). Therefore, cell death appears not to be an
immediate consequence of developmental retardation. 
One mutant is notable with respect to its rapid disintegration
around the 13-somite stage (pinatubom560). Apparently, disin-tegration of pinatubom560 mutant embryos is caused by the dis-
ruption of the large yolk cell underlying the embryonic tissues.
If kept in an isotonic solution, mutant embryos do not disinte-
grate rapidly, but instead show breaks within the periderm
which progressively retracts over the yolk cell towards the
embryo proper. This finding is consistent with the absence of
significant levels of DNA fragmentation, revealing that this
mutant is not apoptotic. 
Hindbrain architecture in spacehead and fala-like
mutants
We have analyzed five spacehead mutations using a variety of
molecular markers to determine which cell types are affected
by cell death. At the 10-somite stage, no abnormal patterning
within the anterior CNS was observed as indicated by
expression domains of pax a and b, and krx-20 (Krauss et al.,
1991; Oxtoby and Jowett, 1993) (Fig. 8D). In contrast,
expression of hlx-1 (Fjose et al., 1994) appears abnormal at 28
hpf (Fig. 8A-C). The hlx-1 expression pattern at this stage is
complex and comprises domains in almost all of the major
subunits of the brain. The reduction of hlx-1 expression in the
spacehead mutants affects all regions equally, indicating that
there is no region specific effect on hlx-1 expression.
Moreover, there is a clear correlation between phenotypic
strength of the mutation and the degree to which hlx-1
expression domains are reduced. Mutations resulting in the
most marked cell degeneration have the strongest reduction of
hlx-1 expression. A similar reduction of hlx-1 expression was
found for several fala-like mutations (data not shown). 
For further characterization of spacehead mutations, a
number of antibodies were chosen that recognize specific
subsets of neural cell types or label axon tracts. Islet-1 antibody
labels cranial ganglia, Rohon Beard neurons, and ventromedial
cells of the spinal cord (Thor et al., 1991; Korzh et al., 1993;
Yamada et al., 1993). At 28 hpf, the number of trigeminal
ganglion cells is reduced to half or even less than half of the
normal cell number in two mutations from the spacehead group
I (uchu hikoushim172 and saturnm465; Fig. 9C,D).
Radial glia in zebrafish are recognized by the zrf-1 antibody
(Trevarrow et al., 1990). At 28 hpf, the staining pattern reveals
a clear reduction of differentiated radial glia cells for all of the
five spacehead mutations tested (Fig. 9E,F). Znp-1 antibody
224 S. Abdelilah and othersrecognizes primary motoneurons such as the CaP motoneuron
(Eisen et al., 1986) in each somitic segment and a ladder array
of longitudinal tracts with neuropils in each hindbrain segment
(Trevarrow et al., 1990; Fig. 9A). All of the spacehead mutants
tested have a single CaP motoneuron in each trunk and tail
segment (data not shown). The hindbrain region, however, is
clearly affected by the mutations in that, although the longitu-
dinal fascicles are present, the neuropil of each hindbrain
segment is reduced or nearly absent as assessed with the znp-1
antibody (Fig. 9B). Similarly, the staining pattern of the anti-
acetylated tubulin antibody reveals an abnormal neuronal archi-
tecture within the hindbrain region in mutants of the spacehead
and fala-like classes (Fig. 10B-F). The descending longitudinal
tracts are present in mutant embryos, although they appear
thinner and not as well fasciculated as in wild-type embryos. In
wild-type embryos, the axons of commissural neurons were
shown to cross the midline near the segment borders of each
neuromere (Trevarrow et al., 1990). In contrast, in mutant
embryos such as saturnm465, individual axons appear to cross
the midline in an irregular pattern. Furthermore, the compact
bundles usually formed by these axons are less fasciculated and
are reduced in size (Fig. 10D). Similar to the findings with the
hlx-1 expression domains, there is a clear correlation between
phenotypic strength of the mutant and the degree to which the
hindbrain axon tracts appear abnormal. One of the weakest
spacehead mutants (endeavorm591) shows an almost normal
scaffold of hindbrain axon tracts (Fig. 10B). At this level of
analysis, we have not been able to determine whether abnormal
axon tracts are caused by specific defects of axon pathfinding
or represent secondary effects of abundant cell death.
DISCUSSION
The spacehead and fala-like classes of mutations
affect neural survival in zebrafish
Our large-scale mutagenesis screen for embryonic lethal
mutations in zebrafish Danio rerio has led to the identifica-
tion of a large number of mutations with significantly
increased levels of cell death within the neuroectodermal
lineages. Among the 481 mutations which cause cell death in
the embryonic zebrafish CNS, 398 mutations result in an onset
of widespread neural degeneration during the second day of
development or later. These mutations appear to be similar to
the ned1b39 mutation (Grunwald et al., 1988) and were not
further studied. A second category of 33 mutations displays
region-specific or transient neural degeneration phenotypes.
They appear normal under visual inspection before the second
day of development and will be described at a later time.
Here, we present mutations with early onset of increased cell
death, well before the end of somitogenesis (24 hpf; Kimmel
et al., 1995), and focus on mutations of the spacehead and fala-
like classes. Mutations in these two classes were identified at
28 hpf on the basis of an altered brain morphology with either
enlarged brain ventricles (spacehead class) and an abnormally
shaped hindbrain, or abnormally inflated brain ventricles (fala-
like class). Furthermore, high levels of cell death within the
neuroectoderm are indicated by increased tissue opacity. 
We investigated whether the increased cell death is
apoptosis. Since neither nuclear DNA fragmentation nor
cellular morphology, of dying cells are sufficient sole criteriafor apoptotic cell death (Collins et al., 1992), we have applied
both types of analysis. Our studies reveal that in the subset of
five spacehead mutations analyzed, dying cells exhibit both a
cellular morphology, reminiscent of C. elegans programmed
cell death (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977), and DNA fragmenta-
tion, and might therefore die by an apoptotic mechanism. This
finding is consistent with studies in Drosophila melanogaster
showing that some developmental mutations lead to cell death
by apoptosis (Abrams et al., 1993; White et al., 1994), and
suggests that apoptosis might be the prominent mode of cell
death during abnormal development. During the entire
analysis, we have not been able to determine any separate
mechanisms of cell death similar to the C. elegans deg-1
mutation (Chalfie and Wolinsky, 1990).
The transparency of the zebrafish embryo has enabled us to
observe dying cells in the living embryo by visual inspection. As
of now, no other organism besides C. elegans has been shown to
have this feature. Therefore, zebrafish is a potential model
organism to study developmental cell death in the living ver-
tebrate embryo. In this initial analysis, we have attempted to char-
acterize neural cell death in mutant embryos. Observation of live
animals and molecular analyses of degeneration in mutants of the
spacehead and fala-like classes have revealed that dying cells are
localized within the entire spinal cord, hindbrain, rostral brain, as
well as the retina. Nevertheless, we have not been able to identify
specific cell types affected by cell death. Our conclusion, that pre-
dominantly neural cell types are degenerating, is based on two
lines of evidence: first, cell death is localized within neuroecto-
dermal tissue of the embryo; and second, the dramatically
increased level of cell death in spacehead mutants correlates with
a reduced number of differentiated neuroectodermal cells that
express either hlx-1, or present antigens recognized by the znp-
1, zrf-1, or Islet-1 antibodies (the latter three recognizing pre-
dominantly primary motoneurons and radial glia). This indicates
that a subset of these cells might have degenerated by the early
pharyngula stages (24-28 hpf).
We have not been able to determine whether the reduced
number of differentiated neuroectodermal cells is directly
caused by degeneration or by proliferation or differentiation
defects within the neuroectoderm. At 30 hpf, hlx-1 expression
in uchu hikoushim172 is clearly reduced and displays similari-
ties to the normal 22 hpf expression pattern (Fjose et al., 1994).
Therefore, normal proliferation or differentiation of hlx-1-
expressing cells might be delayed. Similarly, the reduced
number of trigeminal neurons and radial glia might be caused
by a developmental delay. Nevertheless, such a delay would
be specific for the neuroectoderm since non-neural tissues
appear to proliferate and differentiate properly. 
To evaluate and compare the specificity of neural degenera-
tion caused by spacehead and fala-like mutations, we present a
number of mutants with widespread early cell death that were
selected out of more than 490 early degenerative or apparently
non-tissue-specific degenerative mutations. Comparison of his-
tological sections of 20-somite stage gumowym585 and
anhalterm767 mutant embryos illustrates that the pattern of cell
death in the spacehead mutant embryos is different from general
widespread degeneration. We suggest that such a tissue-specific
cell death is not caused by a general cell lethality. Furthermore,
degeneration first becomes apparent in some spacehead
mutations around the 7-somite stage (12 hpf) and spreads into
regions outside of the CNS only by the end of somitogenesis (24-
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Fig. 9. Analysis of neural cell types in mutant uchu hikoushim172 at
30 hpf. (A,C,E) Wild-type. (B,D,F) uchu hikoushim172. (A,B) Dorsal
view of znp-1 antibody staining pattern in hindbrain region.
Neuropils in each hindbrain segment are affected in mutants.
(C,D) Lateral view of Islet-1 antibody staining pattern caudal to the
eye. The number of trigeminal ganglion cells is reduced in mutant
embryos. (E,F) Lateral view of zrf-1 antibody staining pattern in
head region. Mutant embryos have severly reduced amounts of radial
glia cells. np, neuropil in hindbrain segment; llf, lateral longitudinal
fascicle; mlf, medial longitudinal fascicle; tgm, trigeminal ganglion.
Scale bars, (A-D), 100 m m; (E,F) 100 m m.
ed tubulin antibody in hindbrain region of spacehead and fala-like
ld-type. Normal ladder array of longitudinal fascicles with commissural
) endeavorm591. Mild phenotype. (C) uchu hikoushim172.
nd foundm236. (B-F) Variability of mutant phenotypes. Longitudinal
 less fasciculated in mutants. Commissural tracts appear to be
 aberrant positions. Dorsal view onto hindbrain. Viewed with DIC
missural tract; llf, lateral longitudinal fascicle; mlf, medial longitudinal
cale bar, 100 m m.28hpf). Such a long delay suggests that other tissues are affected
only secondarily, perhaps as a result of extensive neuroectoder-
mal degeneration. Alternatively, mutations might act on all cell
types but the wild-type function of the genes might be less
essential or required only at
later stages outside of the
CNS. This important question
will have to be addressed in
genetic mosaics by placing
mutant non-neural cells into a
wild-type background.
Possible genetic causes
for the defects of the
spacehead and fala-like
classes of mutations 
The spacehead class of
mutations comprises a total
of 43 mutations in, at most,
30 independent loci (Table
1). The distribution of alleles
indicates that saturation for
genes that can give rise to a
similar phenotype has not
been reached. With an
average allele frequency of
1.4 alleles per locus, a good
estimate of the number of
genes in this class is not
Fig. 10. Staining pattern of acetylat
classes of mutants at 28 hpf. (A) Wi
tracts in each hindbrain segment. (B
(D) saturnm465. (E) m569. (F) lost a
fascicles and commissural tracts are
diminished or to cross the midline in
optics, anterior to the left. com, com
fascicle; tgm, trigeminal ganglion. Spossible. However, it is conceivable that the entire class will
consist of a limited number of genes. The large number of loci
identified in this class of mutations would suggest that very
similar phenotypes might be caused by a variety of distinct
defects. Furthermore, it raises the question as to whether the
spacehead mutations might be involved in the genetic control
of related biological processes. 
Due to the large number of spacehead mutations, it appears
less likely that all mutations are defects in genes that control
the suppression of cell death within the genetic cell death
pathway such as bcl-2 (Ellis and Horvitz, 1986; Hengartner
and Horvitz, 1994). Furthermore, there is a lack of phenotypic
similarities with bcl-2-deficient mice which are normal at birth.
Only later, in mutant mice severe lymphoid apoptosis results
in a breakdown of the immune system (Veis et al., 1993). Yet,
some of the mutations might be defects within as yet unknown
tissue-specific bcl-2-like genes or in genes that control the
entry into the cell death pathway.
The phenotypic comparison of spacehead and fala-like
mutant embryos with mouse mutants carrying targeted disrup-
tions of members of the neurotrophin family signaling
pathways reveals but few similarities. Neither the severe forms
of massive cell death caused by the zebrafish mutations nor the
morphological abnormalities, such as enlarged brain ventricles,
have been described for the mouse mutants (Klein et al., 1993;
Jones et al., 1994). Nevertheless, similar to some spacehead
mutations (in particular uchu hikoushim172 and saturnm465),
BDNF and trkB mutant mice have a reduced number of trigem-
inal neurons. 
Mutations of the spacehead and fala-like classes might affect
genes that are required for proper differentiation or main-
tenance of the various neural cell types, such as genes required
for cell fate specification or encoding growth or differentiation
factors. Thus, programmed cell death might appear as the
default fate for cells that cannot complete their terminal differ-
entiation. Furthermore, spacehead and fala-like mutations
226 S. Abdelilah and othersmight be defects in genes that are required for tissue-specific
metabolic or physiological activities.
Considerations of possible secondary defects of the
spacehead and fala-like classes of mutations
The intriguing finding that spacehead mutations give rise to
ventricular phenotypes suggests that similar physiological
processes that underlie the inflation of brain ventricles might
be affected. In vertebrates, the normal inflation of brain ven-
tricles is partially dependent on the choroid plexus, a secretory
epithelium that produces cerebrospinal fluid (CSF; Davson et
al., 1987). No structure related to the choroid plexus found in
adult teleosts has been described in the embryonic zebrafish
brain. However, the fact that normal inflation of brain ventri-
cles has occurred by 28 hpf is indicative of the presence of a
functionally similar structure. 
In higher vertebrates, the fluid pressure within the brain ven-
tricles is controlled by the secretion of the CSF from the
choroid plexus and by the subsequent drainage of the CSF out
of the ventricles traversing the subarachnoid spaces. In
humans, defects such as degenerations, infections, or tumors
that result in either oversecretion of CSF or obstruction of the
drainage system lead to an increased fluid pressure. These
defects have been implicated as major causes for hydro-
cephalus (Davson et al., 1987). Furthermore, in experimental
animals hydrocephaly can be induced by injection of kaolin
into the CSF. Kaolin causes an inflammation resulting in the
obstruction of the cranial subarachnoid spaces (Del Bigio et
al., 1994). Genetic evidence from newborn mice with poly-
dactyly suggests that abnormal levels of apoptosis in brain
regions such as the infralimbic cortical plate, hypothalamus
and periventricular thalamus are causally linked with ventric-
ular expansion and hydrocephaly (Keino et al., 1994).
The observation that all mutations in the spacehead class are
characterized by early onset of degeneration within the CNS prior
to morphological changes in the brain suggests that the ventric-
ular expansion might be a secondary effect of early massive cell
death. As a result, a common denominator within the spacehead
class of mutations might be the impact on the same cell types or
brain regions that are required for the maintenance of normal fluid
pressure within the brain ventricles. Assuming that the fluid
pressure in the embryonic zebrafish brain is at least partially
regulated by the same mechanisms that control the fluid pressure
in the adult brain, we suggest that the mutations resulting in
enlarged brain ventricles might lead to defects analogous to those
causing hydrocephaly in humans and other vertebrates.
Some experimental and genetic evidence indicates that the
extent of blood flow through the choroid plexus influences the
amount of secretion of CSF and thereby the enlargement of the
neural tube and brain ventricles (Carey and Vela, 1974; Weiss
and Wertman, 1978; see also Schier et al., 1996). In the
spacehead class of mutations we have observed enlarged brain
ventricles in a number of mutations with missing or reduced cir-
culation, such as saturnm465 or neilm728. This finding suggests
that in spacehead mutant embryos the enlargement of brain ven-
tricles is not dependent on a normal blood flow. In contrast, the
failure to secrete CSF as a result of reduced circulation or
enzymatic or structural defects within the secretory cells of a
structure, functionally similar to the choroid plexus might
account for the failure of brain ventricles in mutants of the fala-
like or fullbrain classes to inflate (see also Schier et al., 1996). Conclusion
The mutations described here might provide a genetic
framework to aid in the understanding of the activation of inap-
propriate programmed cell death in a vertebrate system. Future
analysis might open additional entry points into the etiology of
degenerative and physiological disorders within the CNS. 
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